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This study was designed to examine whether differences in cue utilization were
associated with differences in performance during a novel, simulated rail control task,
and whether these differences reflected a reduction in cognitive load. Two experiments
were conducted, the first of which involved the completion of a 20-min rail control
simulation that required participants to re-route trains that periodically required a
diversion. Participants with a greater level of cue utilization recorded a consistently
greater response latency, consistent with a strategy that maintained accuracy, but
reduced the demands on cognitive resources. In the second experiment, participants
completed the rail task, during which a concurrent, secondary task was introduced. The
results revealed an interaction, whereby participants with lesser levels of cue utilization
recorded an increase in response latency that exceeded the response latency recorded
for participants with greater levels of cue utilization. The relative consistency of response
latencies for participants with greater levels of cue utilization, across all blocks, despite
the imposition of a secondary task, suggested that those participants with greater levels
of cue utilization had adopted a strategy that was effectively minimizing the impact of
additional sources of cognitive load on their performance.
Keywords: cue utilization, cognitive resources, cognitive load, workload

INTRODUCTION
Skilled performance across a range of domains of practice is characterized by accurate and rapid
responses, often in dynamic and complex situations (Salthouse, 1991; Ericsson and Lehmann,
1996; Beilock et al., 2004). This is attributed to specialized routines or associations that have been
established through repeated application across a variety of settings (Klein, 2011). These highly
specialized associations, representative of situation-specific relationships between environmental
features and events or objects, are often referred to as cues (Brunswik, 1955; Klein et al., 1986;
Wiggins, 2014), and their activation and retrieval from long-term memory has the advantage of
imposing relatively fewer demands on working memory resources (Norman and Shallice, 1986;
Chung and Byrne, 2008; Evans, 2008).
Differences in the rate at which individuals acquire skills have been attributed to various factors,
including cognitive style (Cegarra and Hoc, 2006), motivation and self-regulation (Zimmerman,
2002, 2008), cognitive ability and intelligence (Ackerman, 1986, 2007; Ackerman and Beier, 2007),
personality (Singer and Janelle, 1999; Simonton, 2008), and a range of general intrinsic abilities (
Thompson et al., 1993; Simonton, 2007, 2008). However, in some environments, the acquisition of
skilled performance is also characterized by the capacity to rapidly and accurately extract and utilize
meaningful information from features in the environment (Abernethy, 1987, 1990; Bellenkes et al.,
1997), thereby enabling the discrimination of relevant from less relevant cues (Weiss and Shanteau,
2003).
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of rail control, in which participants were asked to respond
to misrouted trains. Importantly, however, participants had
seven seconds in which to formulate an assessment, and this
represented a key feature that, when identified, would enable
participants to minimize the cognitive load imposed by the
task.
Consistent with actual rail control, the experimental task
was semi-automated, so that it constituted a low workload
environment that demanded sustained attention to identify only
those trains that required an intervention. Drawing on Resource
Theory (Helton et al., 2005; Helton and Warm, 2008), sustained
attention to a task is presumed to impose a cognitive demand
on information processing, leading to vigilance decrements
that include an increase in errors and/or response latency
across an extended exposure. Therefore, there was an implicit
incentive for participants to adopt a strategy that would reduce
cognitive load. In the present study, Experiment 1 examined
the relationship between cue utilization and performance on
a simulated rail control task over a 20-min period of watch.
Experiment 2 involved the imposition of a concurrent secondary
task that was intended to, more explicitly, increase cognitive
load.

Evidence to support the utilization of cues in skill acquisition
can be drawn from investigations involving fast ball sports, in
which skilled performers anticipate the trajectory of a target by
restricting their attention to a limited number of highly predictive
features (Müller and Abernethy, 2012; Moore and Müller, 2014).
These features include the wrist angle of the bowling arm in
cricket (e.g., Müller et al., 2006) and the location of the ball just
prior to contact with the racket following a tennis serve (e.g.,
Jackson and Mogan, 2007).
The rapid identification of a limited number of predictive
features has a range of benefits for skill acquisition, including a
reduction in the demands on cognitive load and an improvement
in the rate of skill acquisition. For example, Perry et al.
(2013) were able to demonstrate improvements in performance
amongst novice fire fighters by restricting their information
acquisition only to those features that were sourced by skilled
fire commanders. Although the discrimination between relevant
and less relevant features was contrived in this case, it suggests
that a general capability to identify a limited number of highly
predictive features may explain differences in rates of skill
acquisition during unimpeded learning tasks.
Wiggins et al. (2014) demonstrated a relationship between
a general capacity for cue utilization and skill acquisition in
experiments involving learning to land an aircraft and learning
to operate a line-of-sight Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).
Using the situation judgment test EXPERTise (1.0) (Wiggins
et al., 2010) to provide a composite assessment of cue-utilization,
greater levels of cue utilization were associated with improved
accuracy in landing the aircraft following four trials, and with
fewer trials to reach criterion in learning to take-off and land
a UAV. These improvements in performance occurred in the
absence of any formal instruction. However, it was unclear
whether these improvements were a consequence of participants’
capacity to quickly establish feature-event relationships in the
form of cues, and/or whether this capacity reduced the demands
on cognitive load, thereby enabling learners to reinforce, revise,
or refine the relationships that had been acquired during
the initial stages of skill acquisition. The aim of the present
study was to investigate, in the context of a low workload,
novel task, whether differences in a general capacity for cue
utilization are evident in performance, and whether these
differences reflect differences in the management of cognitive
load.
Where there are multiple courses of action to achieve
an outcome, humans will normally select strategies that are
associated with the least cognitive effort (Kool et al., 2010). This is
referred to as Hull’s (1943) law of less work, whereby mental effort
is regarded as an aversive stimulus. Therefore, in responding to a
novel task, the capacity to identify quickly the strategy of least
cognitive effort, while maintaining performance, represents an
adaptive approach that conserves cognitive resources.
When exposed to a novel task, participants with a relatively
greater capacity for cue utilization would normally be expected to
quickly identify key features associated with the performance of
a task which, in turn, reduces cognitive load, thereby providing
an increased capacity for skill acquisition (Wiggins, 2015).
The present study comprised two experiments in the context
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EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 was designed to examine the relationship between
a composite measure of cue utilization, and performance on
a simulated rail-monitoring task that required participants to
correctly reroute trains that were periodically misrouted. Trains
traveled at a consistent and relatively slow rate, and only trains on
incorrect routes required a response.
The simulated rail task was designed to incorporate specific
elements of ecological validity, including the requirement to
monitor multiple rail lines simultaneously, the requirement to
intervene periodically, and the requirement to intervene within
a specified period of time (Lenior, 1993; Neerincx and de Greef,
1998; Ho et al., 2002; Farrington-Darby et al., 2006). Aside from
the adjustment of train routes, which is a fundamental task
performed by real-world rail controllers (Neerincx and de Greef,
1998), the movement of trains to and from different directions
was also captured in the simulation interface. To account for the
demands of experimental control, higher level features of real
railway control systems such as the connection of track elements
to a network (Berkenkötter and Hannemann, 2006) and the
determination/ communication of critical incidents (FarringtonDarby et al., 2006) were not incorporated in the simulation
task. Given the requirement for sustained attention, the railmonitoring task continued over a 20-min period of watch. A 20min period of watch was selected because previous research has
found evidence for an observable vigilance decrement within that
period of time (Temple et al., 2000; Rose et al., 2002; Helton et al.,
2005; Small et al., 2014).
Based on the proposition that a propensity for cue acquisition
enables the rapid identification of feature-event relationships,
the performance of those participants with relatively greater
levels of cue acquisition would, over a consistent period of
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related”). Examples include the related terms ‘heavy traffic’
(feature) and ‘short-cut’ (event) and relatively less related terms
‘traffic-light’ (feature) with ‘free-way’ (object). Higher levels of
cue utilization are associated with a greater variance in the
perceived relatedness of terms (Ackerman and Rathburn, 1984;
Schvaneveldt et al., 2001; Morrison et al., 2013).
In the Feature Discrimination task, participants are presented
with a short, written description of a single scenario (i.e., “You are
lost in an unfamiliar area. You find yourself in a quiet suburban
area, and must find your way to a large shopping center located
on a main road. You can see heavier traffic on a main road ahead
and high-rise buildings are in the distance...”). Participants are
then asked to make a decision based on their typical response in
this scenario (i.e., drive in the direction of heavier traffic, or drive
toward high-rise housing, and so on). Following their decision,
participants are presented with a list of fourteen features and,
using a 10-point Likert scale (from 1 = “Not important at all”
to 10 = “Extremely important”), are asked to rate these features
based on their perceived relevance to his/her decision. Greater
levels of cue utilization are associated with higher variances
within the feature-relevance ratings (Weiss and Shanteau, 2003;
Pauley et al., 2009).
The Feature Identification task involves the extraction of key
information from an array or scene. Participants are presented
with a familiar driving scene (i.e., an image of a road as viewed
from the driver’s seat of a car) and are directed to identify a road
hazard as quickly as possible (i.e., a ball positioned in the road
ahead). The position of the ball changes over trials. A lower mean
reaction time is associated with greater levels of cue utilization
(Schyns, 1998; Schriver et al., 2008; Loveday et al., 2014).
Finally, the Information Acquisition task presents participants
with a way-finding scenario that requires a choice between three
different driving routes. Accompanying the scenario instructions
is a drop-down menu with 24 options (feature-cues), which are
category-labeled (e.g., ‘distance’, ‘weather conditions’) and upon
selection, provide participants with information pertaining to the
distance, tolls, road works, weather conditions, traffic congestion,
speed limit, and the number of lanes for each route. Participants
are given one minute to select information prior to making a
response. This task assesses the capacity to acquire feature cues
from the environment in a prioritized and non-linear pattern
(Wiggins and O’Hare, 1995; Wiggins et al., 2002). Individuals
with lesser levels of cue utilization are more likely to select
information in the sequence in which it is presented (e.g., from
left to right as they appear on the display screen). Greater levels of
cue utilization are associated with a relatively lower ratio of pairs
of information screens accessed in the sequence in which they
are presented, against the total frequency of pairs of information
screens selected.
The criterion validity of EXPERTise (1.0) has been established
in a number of different domains in which typologies formed on
the basis of EXPERTise performance differentiated workplacerelated performance (Loveday et al., 2013a,b,c). The test–retest
reliability (κ = 0.59, p < 0.05) has been demonstrated with
power control operators at six-monthly intervals (Loveday et al.,
2013a). In the present study, restricting the age of participants
(18–22 years) controlled for exposure to driving experience.

exposure to a novel task, be impacted to a relatively lesser
extent by the imposition of cognitive load. Since sustained
attention is associated with increases in cognitive load (Helton
et al., 2005; Helton and Warm, 2008), it was anticipated that,
while all participants would experience a vigilance decrement
during the latter part of the vigil, participants with greater
levels of cue utilization would experience the least increases in
response latency coincident with the increase in cognitive load.
Specifically, it was hypothesized that: (a) a main effect would
be evident for response latency, in which all participants would
experience an increase in response latency during the latter
stages of the vigil, and (b) that an interaction would be evident,
wherein participants with lesser levels of cue utilization would
record a greater increase in mean response latency between the
first and last 5-min blocks for accurate responses to misrouted
trains, in comparison to participants with greater levels of cue
utilization.

Method
Participants
A total of 58 first and second year university students (41
females and 17 males) were recruited for the study, each of
whom received course credit in return for their participation.
Participants ranged in age from 18 to 22 years (M = 19.26,
SD = 1.35). The inclusion criteria comprised existing motor
vehicle drivers who had not been exposed to train control
operations, and who were aged between 18 and 22 years. Utilizing
a cohort of 18 to 22 year old drivers enabled comparative
assessments of cue utilization, controlling to a limited extent,
exposure to driving.

Instruments
Participants were asked to indicate their age, gender, months of
driving experience, daily driving frequency, and their experience
in rail control. Cue utilization was assessed using the Expert
Skills Evaluation (EXPERTise 1.0) (Wiggins et al., 2010) situation
judgment test.

EXPERTise 1.0
EXPERTise 1.0 consists of experimental tasks that have been
individually and collectively associated with differences in
performance at an operational level (Loveday et al., 2013a,b,c,
2014). Consistent with the notion that there are individual
differences in populations for cue utilization, the driving version
of EXPERTise was selected, as it assesses the acquisition of
cues in a specific cohort and at a specific point in time,
and it is a context with which participants would be familiar
(Wiggins et al., 2014). Tasks in the EXPERTise driving battery
include a paired association task, a feature discrimination task,
a feature identification task and an information acquisition
task.
In the Paired Association task, participants are presented
with two feature-event/object terms. Over a total of 30 trials,
each two terms are displayed, adjacent to one another for 1500
milliseconds. After each pair is displayed, participants indicate
the extent to which the two terms are related on a 6-point
Likert scale (from 1 = “Extremely unrelated” to 6 = “Extremely
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reroute a train. All trains travel at the same speed and trains
appear within 5–30 s of each other. Therefore, the screen may
display a static image of train lines (without any trains) for
up to 30 s before another train appears. A total of 67 trains
appear on the four rail lines over the course of 20-min, half of
which are not required to be re-routed. Data recorded from this
task included response latency (in milliseconds, from the initial
appearance of a train, to the selection of the “Change” icon) and
the accuracy of responses (whether trains were diverted when
required).

This ensured that any differences in cue utilization would be
unlikely to result from differences in driving experience. Overall,
participants had accumulated a mean of 39 months of driving
experience (SD = 15.82 months).

Rail control task
A simulated train control task was used as a novel, low
workload context for the present study. In this task, a computer
screen depicts a simulated, simplified train control display (see
Figure 1).
Within the train task display, four long, horizontal green lines
represent railway tracks (See Figure 1). Each track incorporates
an intersection (depicted by white portions on the track), which
is controlled by an interlocking switch labeled, “Change”. This
switch is depicted by a small circle icon, located above each track.
If a user selects the “Change” icon, (with a computer mouse), any
train traveling on the connected track will be diverted onto the
intersecting line.
A train is depicted by a red horizontal bar that appears at one
end of a train line, and travels across the display. Each train has a
three-digit number assigned as either odd or even (e.g., 888, 333).
Each train line and its associated branch line also have an assigned
label: Odd or Even. As the train appears onto the screen, a green
line depicts the programmed route of the train. The participant’s
task is to ensure that trains run along the correct train lines (evennumbered trains run along even lines and odd-numbered trains
along odd lines). Periodically, programmed routes will appear
that are inconsistent with the train’s number so that, for example,
an even numbered train is programmed to take a route that
is labeled ‘odd’. To correct the programmed route of the train,
participants must select the “Change” icon which will re-route the
train.
Once a train appears on the computer screen, participants
have seven seconds in which to decide whether or not to

Cognitive ability
The Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices cognitive test (SPM;
Raven et al., 1998, 2000) was included as a measure of cognitive
ability. The SPM broadly assesses general problem solving ability
or fluid intelligence by measuring the capacity to recognize
and process patterns of spatial information (Raven et al., 2000;
Kaplan and Saccuzzo, 2008). Cognitive ability encompasses
constructs that include processing speed and working memory
capacity (Conway et al., 2002) that can influence performance
in attention-demanding tasks (Kane and Engle, 2003). In the
present study, the SPM was included as a means of establishing
whether cognitive ability was related to performance scores in
the rail task. The SPM short version (10-min timed) was used
(see Caffarra et al., 2003; Austin, 2005; Moutafi et al., 2006; Jaeggi
et al., 2011). Cognitive ability scores reflected the total number of
correct SPM responses.

The group embedded figures test
The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT: Witkin et al., 1971,
2002; Oltman et al., 2003) is a perceptual test that assesses
an individual’s field dependence-independence. According to
Witkin (1976), Field Independence–Dependence is a cognitive
style that represents the extent to which an individual can
overcome the influence of irrelevant background elements when

FIGURE 1 | The simulated train-control display as viewed by participants. The four long, horizontal green lines represent railway tracks. The white portions on
each track are the intersection lines, which are controlled by an interlocking switch labeled, “Change”. This switch is depicted by a small circle icon, located above
each track. If a participant selects the “Change” icon, any train traveling on the track beneath it, will be diverted onto the intersecting line.
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Since the task was 20-min in duration, the mean response
latencies (for correct responses) were calculated across four,
5-min intervals, and these four variables comprised the
dependent variables in subsequent analyses. Nineteen trains
appeared within the first block, nine of which required rerouting. In the second block, 16 trains appeared, eight of which
required re-routing. In the third block, 15 trains appeared, seven
of which required re-routing, and in the final time block 17 trains
appeared, of which nine required re-routing.

attending to a task. Individuals who exhibit higher levels of
field independence more easily overcome background elements
in formulating judgments. The GEFT requires the test taker to
identify and trace simple forms (i.e., shapes) that are embedded
within more complex forms. The Embedded Figures Test has
been linked to the capacity to perceive hazards, recognize faults
and formulate mental representations of problems (Vessey and
Galletta, 1991; Elander et al., 1993; Leach and Morris, 1998). The
GEFT was included in the present study to ascertain whether
rail task responses were related to cognitive style. Test–retest
reliability coefficients for the GEFT range from 0.79 to 0.92 over
multiple time intervals of up to 3 years (Kepner and Neimark,
1984; Witkin et al., 2002).

Cognitive ability and cognitive style
Scores on the SPM were normally distributed and not
significantly correlated with mean response latencies for any of
the four blocks of trials (–0.04 ≤ r ≤ –0.15, p > 0.05). As GEFT
(cognitive style) scores were negatively skewed, a square root
transformation with reflection was applied to normalize the data.
Subsequent Pearson’s correlations failed to reveal any statistically
significant associations between GEFT scores and mean response
latencies across any of the four blocks of trials (–0.03 ≤ r ≤ 0.22,
p > 0.05).

Procedure
Following approval of the study by the Macquarie University
Human Research Ethics Committee, participants were recruited
and tested individually in 90-min sessions. After completing
an on-line demographic questionnaire, a computer prompt
directed the participants through the four EXPERTise tasks.
Standardized instructions for the rail task were then provided
verbally. This included the verbal instruction, “the aim of this
task is to ensure that each train is on its correct track”. No
information or direction was provided in relation to the speed
or pace of the task (i.e., participants were not told that they
had several seconds of decision-time available or that they
could or should respond in either an immediate or delayed
manner). After a 5-min trial to orient the participants to the
task, the, 20-min experimental trial commenced. Participants
then completed paper-and-pencil versions of the SPM and GEFT.
Instructions for these tests were provided to participants verbally
and through written directions, according to the test instruction
manuals.

Cue utilization typologies
Prior to analysis, it was necessary to identify the cue utilization
typologies that corresponded to relatively greater or lesser levels
of cue utilization (Loveday et al., 2013a,b; Wiggins et al., 2014).
Consistent with the standard approach to EXPERTise data, z
scores were calculated for each task, with those corresponding
to the Information Acquisition and Feature Identification tasks
reversed so that for all four tasks, higher z scores represented
greater levels of cue utilization. A cluster analysis identified
two groups with centroids corresponding to higher variance in
the Paired Association and Feature Discrimination tasks, lower
response latency in the Feature Identification task (reversed
z score), and a lower ratio of sequential selections in the
Information Acquisition task (reversed z score). The cluster
analysis classified 34 participants in the lesser cue utilization
typology and 24 participants in the greater cue utilization
typology (Table 1).

Results
Preliminary Analysis
Rail task performance scores

Driving experience and cue utilization

Response latency for correct responses in the rail task comprised
the primary dependent variable. Latencies were calculated from
the initial appearance of a train to the selection of the ‘change’
icon where appropriate. Errors occurred when a train was rerouted from its correct path (a false alarm) or was not rerouted when required (a miss). The number of errors made
by participants ranged from zero to five, with a median of
one, and resulted in a floor effect, with 64% of the entire
sample recording either zero or a single error during exposure
to the 67 trains. A Spearman’s rank-ordered, non-parametric
correlation between the number of errors committed in the
rail task and mean response latencies was not statistically
significant. The relationship between error frequency and
interval, examined using a chi-square test of independence, failed
to reveal any statistically significant variation in the distribution
of errors across the four time intervals, χ2 (3, 58) = 5.026,
p = 0.17. Taken together, these results suggest that a speedaccuracy trade-off was not necessary to undertake the task
successfully.
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To examine whether differences in cue utilization resulted
from differences in participants’ length of driving experience, a
one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted using
EXPERTise cluster as the independent variable, and months
of driving experience as the dependent variable. The length of
driving experience reported by participants in the lesser cue
utilization cluster (M = 38.24, SD = 12.69) did not differ
significantly from those participants with greater levels of cue
utilization (M = 39.50, SD = 19.70), F(1,57) = 0.088, p = 0.77,

TABLE 1 | Cluster centroids for the EXPERTise task scores.

5

Cluster 1 (n = 34)

Cluster 2 (n = 24)

Paired association

–0.60

0.86

Feature discrimination

–0.52

0.74

Feature identification

–0.12

0.17

Information acquisition

–0.40

0.57
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suggesting that assessments of cue utilization were not related to
driving exposure.

Discussion
This study was designed to examine whether, in response
to a novel, short vigilance task, participants with a greater
capacity for cue acquisition would adopt a strategy that would
reduce the demands on cognitive resources. It was hypothesized
that a strategy of least cognitive effort would be evident in
an interaction that would emerge as the train control task
progressed. On the basis of the Resource Theory explanation
of the vigilance decrement, it was assumed that the increase
in cognitive load that is associated with an extended period of
watch would differentially affect those participants with lesser
levels of cue utilization. Although a main effect was evident
with progressive increases in response latency across blocks of
trials, consistent with the hypothesized vigilance decrement, no
statistically significant interaction occurred.
A main effect of cue utilization was also evident in which
participants with a greater level of cue utilization showed
increased response latencies in response to the diversion of trains.
These mean response latencies were not associated with either
cognitive ability (SPM scores) nor cognitive style (GEFT scores).
However, it was unclear whether this response resulted in a
reduction in cognitive load. Since there were no differences in the
accuracy of responses amongst the two groups, the results suggest
that participants with greater levels of cue utilization recognized
that time was available in which to initiate a response to reroute
misrouted trains, and adopted a strategy of least cognitive effort.
Although greater levels of cue utilization are normally
associated with a reduction in response latency, this is not always
the case. For example, in self-paced, targeting tasks such as rifle
shooting and basketball (free throwing), superior shot accuracy is
associated with longer quiet eye periods (the final fixation on the
target prior to the initiation of movement) (Vickers, 1996; Vickers
and Williams, 2007). As a result, skilled players tend to take more
time to execute shots than lesser skilled players (Williams et al.,
2002; Vickers, 2007). This suggests that the advantage afforded
by greater levels of cue utilization lies in the capacity to recognize
the need to adapt to different task demands. In the present study,
there was no loss of performance associated with the increased
response latency and it may have constituted a strategy of least
cognitive effort which enabled the maintenance of performance
despite the increase in cognitive demands.
There are at least two explanations for the lack of an
interaction between levels of cue utilization and blocks of trials,
the first of which relates to the hypothesized reduction in
cognitive load. In particular, the self-pacing of one’s actions
and responses within a task or job has been identified as a
workload management strategy that effectively increases task
control and reduces cognitive demands and anxiety (Johansson,
1981; Salvendy and Smith, 1981; Scerbo et al., 1993). However, it
may be the case that the workload demands in the present study
were insufficient to draw on the cognitive resources that would
have been necessary to differentiate participants with greater or
lesser levels of cue utilization.
An alternative explanation for the lack of an interaction
relates to a potential investment of cognitive resources amongst
participants with greater levels of cue utilization. Specifically,

Cue Utilization and Rail Task Performance
The primary aim of the present study was to establish
whether differences existed between levels of cue utilization (cue
typologies) and response latency across these four rail-control
task blocks (a time block × cue typology interaction). A 2 × 4
mixed ANOVA, comprising two levels of cue utilization
(greater and lesser) as a between-groups factor and four
blocks of trials as a within-groups variable failed to reveal
a statistically significant interaction between the variables,
F(2.62,146.56) = 1.09, p = 0.349, η2p = 0.019. This suggests
that the changes evident in the mean response latency over
trials occurred at similar rates, irrespective of cue utilization
typology.
Despite the fact that an interaction was not evident
between cue utilization typology and blocks of trials, main
effects were, nevertheless, evident for cue utilization typology,
F(1,56) = 20.36, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.267 and for blocks of
trials, F(2.60,147.89) = 7.37, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.114. Inspection
of the mean response latencies (Figure 2) indicated that
participants with a greater level of cue utilization recorded a
slower mean response latency (M = 2079.70, SD = 395.67,
SE = 80.77) across the four blocks of the rail-control task, in
comparison to participants with a lesser level of cue utilization
(M = 1527.36, SD = 498.59, SE = 85.51). Since there were
no differences in the accuracy of the two groups, it suggests
that participants with greater levels of cue utilization either
withdrew cognitive resources to reduce the demand on cognitive
load, or alternatively, invested cognitive resources to maintain
accuracy.
Post-hoc analysis of the mean response latencies for blocks
of trials indicated that mean response latencies in the first
block of trials (M = 1595.51, SD = 558.33, SE = 73.31)
were significantly lower than the fourth block (M = 1921.37,
SD = 687.93, SE = 90.33), t(57) = –3.87, p < 0.001. This increase
in mean response latency over time, despite no changes in task
requirements, is consistent with the vigilance decrement.

FIGURE 2 | Rail task response latencies by cue utilization typology and
block number for Experiment 1. Error bars represent ±1 SE.
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it might be argued that greater attention to the task, although
overcompensating for the resources necessary to maintain
accuracy, resulted in the increase in response latency. Experiment
2 was designed to differentiate the two explanations through
the imposition of a secondary task that explicitly increased the
cognitive demands during the rail control simulation.

Rail control task
Participants in Experiment 2 completed the simulated train
control task that was used in Experiment 1. However, in
Experiment 2, participants completed the final two, 5-min blocks
in conjunction with a secondary task.

Secondary task
A manipulation check was undertaken with five volunteers to
ensure that the secondary task reduced the decision-time afforded
to participants in the rail task, but did not induce an extremely
low or an impossibly high level of workload such that the
accuracy of responses would be impacted. The secondary task
required participants to write down the train number and the
time at which each train appeared on the screen. Following a
5-min period of familiarization, three volunteers completed the
first half of the rail task (10-min) with the inclusion of the
secondary task, while two volunteers completed the second half
of the rail task (10-min) with the inclusion of the secondary task.
Trials were counterbalanced to control for sequencing effects,
such as fatigue, that were unrelated to the secondary task. The
manipulation check revealed no errors in the secondary task (all
trains were correctly logged), while response latency was greater
for the dual task condition (M = 3063 ms) compared to the vigilonly condition (M = 2691 ms) suggesting that the secondary
task increased the workload to an adequate but not extreme
degree.

EXPERIMENT 2
Consistent with Experiment 1, participants in Experiment 2
completed the EXPERTise 1.0 situation judgment test and the
20-min simulated rail-control task. However, in addition to
monitoring the rail display and re-routing trains as necessary,
participants in Experiment 2 were asked to complete a secondary
task during the final two blocks (10-min) of trials that comprised
the monitoring task. This secondary task was designed to impose
an explicit cognitive load, and required individuals to note the
assigned number of each train (i.e., 888), together with the time
at which it appeared (i.e., 2.07 PM).
Assuming that the advantage afforded by greater levels of cue
utilization during the performance of a novel task is a reduction
in cognitive load, it was anticipated that the imposition of a
secondary task would impact the performance of participants
with greater or lesser levels of cue utilization differently and at
different stages of the task. It was hypothesized that an interaction
would be evident in which participants with lesser levels of cue
utilization would record an increase in response latency, while no
effect would be evident for participants with greater levels of cue
utilization.

Subjective workload
Subjective workload was measured by the NASA Task Load
Index (NASA-TLX: Hart and Staveland, 1988), a widely used
and validated multi-dimensional rating procedure that provides
an overall workload score based on a weighted average of
ratings on six subscales: Mental demands, physical demands,
temporal demands, performance, effort, and frustration (Hart
and Staveland, 1988; Xiao et al., 2005) on a scale of 1–100.
Participants completed the NASA-TLX following the single railtask condition (Blocks 1 and 2) and again following the secondary
task condition (Blocks 3 and 4).

Method
Participants
Fifty-nine university students (15 males and 44 females) aged
between 18 and 22 years (M = 18.81, SD = 1.06) participated
in the study and received course credit for their participation.
As in Experiment 1, individuals were excluded if they were not
existing drivers, had acquired experience in the context of rail
control, or were outside of the 18–22 year-old inclusion range.
Participants in Experiment 1 of the study were also excluded from
participating in Experiment 2.

Procedure
As in Experiment 1, participants were tested individually
and completed the study in sessions of 90 min. Following
the completion of a demographic questionnaire, participants
undertook the EXPERTise tasks and a 5-min practice trial to
orient participants to the rail task. Prior to the rail control
task, instructions were provided to participants in relation
to the distractor task and they were given the paper-based
secondary-task sheet. Once participants indicated that the
instructions were understood, the simulated rail control task
commenced. After 10 minutes, the rail task was paused by
the researcher and participants completed the NASA-TLX.
The rail task then recommenced, and for the remaining
ten minutes of the task, participants diverted trains and
completed the secondary-task sheet concurrently. Following the
completion of the rail task, participants again completed the
NASA-TLX.

Instruments
EXPERTise
The same four driving EXPERTise tasks (Wiggins et al., 2010)
utilized in Experiment 1, were included as a composite measure
of driving-related cue utilization across four cue-based problem
solving and processing dimensions. An additional Feature
Identification task was included, which exposed participants to a
series of 18 different road images (photographs), each displayed
for 500 ms, and required participants to estimate the speed
limit of each road from four multiple-choice options (50–60,
70–80, 90–100 or 110+ km/hr). Designed to assess the capacity
to rapidly extract key information from a driving-related scene
and form an accurate judgment, a greater number of accurate
judgments in this task was expected to reflect greater levels of cue
utilization.
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Results
Cue Utilization Typologies
Consistent with Experiment 1, a cluster analysis was undertaken
using aggregated EXPERTise z scores for all five tasks to identify
the cue utilization typologies that corresponded with relatively
greater and lesser levels of cue utilization. Two groups were
identified with centroids corresponding to higher variance in
the Paired Association and Feature Discrimination tasks, lower
response latency in the Feature Identification tasks (reversed
z scores), and lower ratio of sequential selections in the
Information Acquisition task (reversed z score). In this case, the
cluster analysis (Table 2) classified 22 participants in the lower
cue utilization typology (cluster 1) and 33 participants in the
higher cue utilization typology (cluster 2).

FIGURE 3 | Rail task response latencies by cue utilization typology and
block number for Experiment 2. Error bars represent ±1 SE.

Driving Experience and Cue Utilization
Consistent with Experiment 1, the duration of driving experience
(months) reported by participants in the lesser cue utilization
cluster (M = 29.73, SD = 13.06) did not differ significantly
from those participants who were classified in the greater cue
utilization cluster (M = 29.57, SD = 13.60), F(1,50) = 0.002,
p = 0.97. This suggests that differences in cue utilization did not
result from differences in participants’ driving experience.

greater levels of cue utilization remained relatively consistent
(Figure 3). This suggests that the imposition of the secondary
task had a greater impact on participants with lesser levels of cue
utilization in comparison to participants with greater levels of cue
utilization.
A main effect was evident for blocks of trials,
F(1.65,95.72) = 12.11, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.173. Post hoc analysis of
the mean response latencies for blocks of trials indicated that the
mean response latencies in the first block of trials (M = 1608.56,
SD = 594.66, SE = 77.42) were significantly lower than in the
final block of trials (M = 2226.61, SD = 851.81, SE = 110.90),
t(58) = –4.51, p < 0.00. The main effect of cue utilization was
not statistically significant, F(1,50) = 0.17, p = 0.90.
As is evident from Figure 3, the pattern of response latencies
following the imposition of the secondary task differed on the
basis of levels of cue utilization. This suggests that the relative
impact of the secondary task was greatest for participants with
lesser levels of cue utilization than was the case for participants
with greater levels of cue utilization.

Rail Task Performance
Consistent with the results in Experiment 1, a floor effect was
evident for the frequency of errors during the rail control task
(range = 0–4, Mdn = 1) with 68% of participants committing
either zero or a single error during exposure to 67 trains. A Chisquare test of independence indicated there were no significant
differences in the distribution of errors across the four time
intervals, χ2 (3,59) = 5.78, p = 0.123. The frequency of errors
committed was unrelated to response latencies (Spearman’s nonparametric, 0.18 ≤ r ≤ 0.26, p > 0.05).

Cue Utilization and Rail Task Latencies
To investigate whether the imposition of the secondary task had a
greater impact on participants with lesser levels of cue utilization
compared to those participants with greater levels, a 2 × 4 mixed
repeated ANOVA was undertaken, including the two levels of cue
utilization (greater, lesser) as a between-groups variable and the
four blocks of trials as a within groups variable. Consistent with
the hypothesis, an interaction was evident between cue utilization
and block trials, F(1.80,90.21) = 10.81, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.178
(Greenhouse–Geisser correction), in which the mean response
latency for participants increased with lesser levels of cue
utilization, while the mean response latency for participants with

Cue Utilization and Mental Workload Perceptions
To investigate whether the imposition of the secondary task
impacted participants’ perceptions of mental workload, a 2 × 2
mixed repeated ANOVA was undertaken, with cue utilization
level (greater and lesser) as the between-groups factor and
TLX scores (single-condition and dual-condition) as the withingroups variable. The results revealed a statistically significant
main effect for perceptions of mental workload, F(1,50) = 85.33,
p < 0.001, η2p = 0.631, in which participants perceived the
task workload in the dual condition as significantly greater
(M = 26.83, SD = 1.90), than during the single task condition
(M = 14.78, SD = 1.40), t(58) = –9.22, p < 0.001. There was no
main effect for cue utilization, F(1,50) = 0.58, p = 0.449.
Consistent with the results pertaining to response
latency, a statistically significant interaction was evident
between perceptions of mental workload and cue utilization,
F(1,50) = 8.00, p = 0.007, η2p = 0.138. As is evident from
Figure 4, the pattern of perceived mental workload (as measured
by the NASA-TLX) following the imposition of the secondary
task differed on the basis of levels of cue utilization. Specifically,

TABLE 2 | Cluster centroids for the EXPERTise task scores.
Cluster 1 (n = 22)

Cluster 2 (n = 33)

Paired association

–0.83

0.56

Feature discrimination

–0.84

0.53

Feature identification

–0.30

0.21

Feature identification II

–0.45

0.33

Information acquisition

–0.18

0.18
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attentional demands imposed by a simulated rail-control task in
which participants were asked to identify and correct the path of
trains that had periodically been misrouted.
Two experiments were conducted with motor vehicle drivers
aged between 18 and 22 years who undertook an assessment of
cue utilization using the driving battery of EXPERTise 1.0. In
Experiment 1, participants who were identified a priori with a
relatively greater level of cue utilization on the basis of their scores
on EXPERTise 1.0, recorded a mean response latency greater than
that recorded by participants with relatively lesser levels of cue
utilization. The effect remained consistent across the four blocks
of 5-min trials within the rail-control task. Importantly, there
were no differences in accuracy and, in fact, a floor effect was
evident in relation to errors.
A vigilance decrement was evident in the increases in
response latency recorded across blocks of trials, irrespective of
participants’ level of cue utilization. This suggests that, although
an increase in cognitive load may have been associated with
sustained attention to the task, the level was insufficient to
differentiate the performance of participants on the basis of their
cue utilization. Consequently, Experiment 2 adopted a similar
methodology but included a secondary task to invoke an explicit
cognitive load part-way through the simulated rail control
task.
The performance of participants in Experiment 2 during the
initial two blocks of trials appeared consistent with the results
from Experiment 1, whereby the response latency recorded was
higher for participants with greater levels of cue utilization.
However, once the secondary task was initiated, the response
latency of participants with lesser levels of cue utilization
increased, while the response latency amongst participants with
greater levels of cue utilization remained relatively consistent.
This suggests that the relative impact of the secondary task was
greater for participants with lesser levels of cue utilization than it
was for participants with greater levels of cue utilization.
The relative consistency of response latencies recorded for
participants with higher levels of cue utilization across all blocks
despite the imposition of a secondary task, suggests that they had
adopted a strategy that reduced the demands on cognitive load.
Until the introduction of a secondary task, the mean response
latency for participants with greater levels of cue utilization was
consistently greater than the mean response latency recorded
by participants with lesser levels of cue utilization. Therefore, it
might be concluded that participants were adopting a strategy of
self-pacing, which effectively increased task control and reduced
cognitive demands (Johansson, 1981; Salvendy and Smith, 1981;
Scerbo et al., 1993). As a decision to re-route trains in the rail
simulation task could be initiated up to seven seconds from the
appearance of a train, those participants with greater levels of
cue utilization appear to have recognized this opportunity and
utilized the additional time, without sacrificing accuracy.
In contrast, the pattern of results for those participants
with lesser levels of cue utilization, suggests that, until the
imposition of the secondary task, these participants may have
been responding rapidly and reactively, rather than in a
manner consistent with the strategic conservation of resources to
manage workload (Hollnagel, 2002; Hollnagel and Woods, 2005;

FIGURE 4 | Mental workload across task conditions, by cue utilization
typology. Error bars represent ±1 SE.

the perceived impact of the secondary task was greatest for
participants with lesser levels of cue utilization.

Discussion
The introduction of the secondary task part-way during the 20min period of rail control was designed to impose an explicit
cognitive demand on the performance of participants. It was
reasoned that if participants with greater levels of cue utilization
had adopted a strategy that effectively reduced the demands
on cognitive resources, then an interaction should be evident
following the introduction of the secondary task during the
final two, 5-min blocks of the 20-min trial. Specifically, it was
hypothesized that participants with lesser levels of cue utilization
would record an increase in response latency, while only a
minimal effect would be evident for participants with greater
levels of cue utilization. Consistent with the hypothesis, mean
response latencies for participants with lesser levels of cue
utilization increased following the introduction of the secondary
task and continued to increase as the task progressed, while the
mean response latencies for participants with greater levels of cue
utilization remained consistent with the vigilance decrement that
was evident in Experiment 1. This effect occurred independent
of driving experience but was reflected in perceptions of mental
workload.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
In response to a novel task, the rapid development of
associational cues in memory is one means by which the cognitive
demands of a task can be minimized (Norman and Shallice, 1986;
Chung and Byrne, 2008; Evans, 2008). The aim of the research
presented in this paper was to examine whether differences in
cue utilization were associated with differences in performance
during a novel, simulated rail control task, and whether these
differences in performance reflected a reduction in cognitive load.
On the assumption that cognitive load increases with sustained
attention to a task (Helton et al., 2005; Helton and Warm, 2008),
it was anticipated that individuals with relatively greater levels of
cue utilization would be relatively less impacted by the sustained
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Loft et al., 2007). Their rapid increase in mean response latencies
subsequent to the imposition of the secondary task suggested
that their reactive responses were unable to be sustained with the
increasing level of workload.
It is noteworthy, however, that those participants with lesser
levels of cue utilization maintained consistent (and low) levels of
error rates throughout the rail task, and this occurred despite the
increased workload imposed by the secondary task. Therefore,
it is also possible that those participants with lesser levels of
cue utilization may have adopted a strategy that increasingly
sacrificed speed for accuracy. Given that the workload of the
task imposed demands that did not impact accuracy, it is likely
that a further increase in cognitive demands would, despite
efforts to minimize effort, exhaust the information processing
resources of those participants with lesser levels of cue utilization
and result in a deterioration in accuracy. To explore if this is
the case, future research may consider increasing the level of
cognitive demand by either extending the duration of the vigil
(e.g., Freeman et al., 2004; Nelson et al., 2014) or increasing
the demands of the task (Matthews and Davies, 1998; Smit
et al., 2004) to a point where accuracy is impeded (Smit et al.,
2004).
Overall, the results of both experiments provide support
for the assertion that a relatively greater capacity for
cue utilization is associated with an increased capacity to
cope with the demands of a novel task. Throughout both
experiments, several control measures were utilized to ensure
that performance differences between individuals with lesser
and greater levels of cue utilization were not due to cognitive
ability nor cognitive style. These variables were not related
to response latencies. Consistent with previous research
(Smeeton et al., 2004; Müller and Abernethy, 2012; Moore
and Müller, 2014; Wiggins et al., 2014), our results suggest
that a propensity to identify critical cues and rapidly establish
feature-event relationships may provide an opportunity to reduce
cognitive demands, thereby enabling the acquisition of new
features and/or the opportunity to revise or refine existing
features.
In practice, implications that arise from the present study
present tangible opportunities in the context of selection and
training. The ability to identify the levels of cue utilization may
provide the basis to differentiate job applicants that are more
or less likely to acquire skills in the absence of a dedicated

training regime. The outcomes might also be applied to identify
employees who are most in need of a training intervention,
particularly in the context of the identification of key features that
might enable a reduction in cognitive load and the subsequent
acquisition and revision of feature-event relationships in the form
of cues (Wulf et al., 2000; Lagnado et al., 2006).
What remains to be established is the extent to which the
association between cue utilization and performance evident in
the present research can be generalized. For example, driving
and rail control both involve visual perception and spatial
skills. The driving version of EXPERTise may be less capable
of differentiating performance beyond this context. It is also
noteworthy that while the results of this study suggest that
participants with a greater capacity for cue utilization adopted a
strategy that minimized the impact of additional cognitive load
on their performance, the precise nature of that strategy (which
may pertain to the utilization of available time to self-pace) has
yet to be investigated and explicated.
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